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DRAINAGE PRODUCTS THAT ARE DESIGNED FOR LONGEVITY
PDS/SS300110HD/6/20/V3

300 clear opening

*Access Cover is not supplied with
this model

300

Designed for the catchment and removal of
silt and debris from roofs, car parks, and
roadways, before entering the surface water
drainage system. The Silt Sentinel 300
models are ideal for installation upstream of
smaller volume, cellular/crate - attenuation
systems. Installation of a Silt Sentinel will
significantly improve the water quality
downstream, supporting the sustainability
of the drainage system.
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Telescopic
Basket Handle:
Extends to 1200mm
to suit all models

Do not cut access shaft back farther
than this level, to ensure clearance
and as not to damage for lifting handle

The SS300110HD is our Heavy Duty model
and is designed specifically for installation in
roads and heavily trafficked areas, car parks
and hard standing, that have vehicle
loadings over 2.5 tonnes. However it can be
used for deeper non trafficked installation if
required.
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It comes pre fitted with a 1500mm length of
twinwall access shaft, offering an overall
depth of 2000mm, which complies with
SfA7 guidelines for 300mm ø inspection
chambers.
All Silt Sentinel 300 models have same base
unit, which features an integral filter basket,
which has an alloy filter cassette fitted inside,
this filter cassette gives increased
separation of silt and removal of any debris
that enters the unit from the upstream
drainage system. As all the flow has to pass
through the filter to discharge from the unit
the solids and debris are retained in the
basket. The filter basket also features a
stainless steel handle, which is ergonomically
designed to aid lifting.
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Please Note: Access covers must
have a minimum clear opening of
300mm x 300mm to remove Filter
Basket

Filter Basket:
Capacity: 10 litres
Weight Empty: 1.5 kg
Weigh Full:11.5 kg
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Base Unit Material

PE&PP

Basket Material

PE >stainless steel> alloy filter
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Side Inlets are supplied
blanked for trimming
on site if required.

*The model is not supplied with an access
cover.
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Approx Weight (kg)

17

Pallet Qty

6

Please Note:All Dimensions shown are in millimetres
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